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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No:_______________________ 

C. U. SHAH UNIVERSITY 

Summer Examination-2022 

 

Subject Name: Applied Phonetics    

                                                  

 Subject Code: 4AH04APH2                                   Branch: B.A. (English) 

 

Semester: 4                  Date: 04/05/2022                 Time: 11:00 To 02:00              Marks: 70 

  

Instructions: 
(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 

(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 

(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1 (A) Each of the following questions has four options. Find out the most appropriate 

option and rewrite it. 

(07)  

 1)  How many times does the vocal cords of male vibrate while articulating? 

a) 80 -100 / sec        b) 80 -120 /sec        c) 100 -150 / sec            d) 150 – 200/sec 

 

 2)  Which of the following is considered as the minimal pair of words? 

a) Main – Pain        b) sun – son             c) run – turn                 d) some - sum 

 

 3)  How many syllables are there in the word ‘companionship’? 

a) 5                         b) 4                           c) 6                              d) 7 

 

 4)  Which of the following word is a tri syllabic word? 

a) Broker                b) sweep                   c) return                     d) computer 

 

 5)  Identify the right stress on the sound while uttering the word ‘recommended’? 

a) on /r/                 b) on second /m/        c) on first /m/              d) on /k/ 

 

 6)  Which of the following is a Content Word? 

a) adverb              b) noun                      c) preposition              d) main verbs 

 

 7)  Which of the following is a structural word? 

a) Prepositions     b) articles                  c) conjunctions          d) all 

 

    

Q-1 (B) Answer the following in one or two sentences each: (07) 

  i) What are allophones? 01 

  ii) What is Phonology? 01 
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  iii) Give three term labels to : 

1) / r/                                     2) /w/                             3) /t∫/  

03 

  iv) Which are known as the front Vowels? 01 

  v) What are strong words? 01 

    

Attempt any FOUR questions from Q-2 to Q-8 
 

Q-2  Describe in detail features of connected speech with relevant examples. (14) 

    

Q-3  What is accent? Explain the rules of accentual patterns with suitable illustrations. (14) 

    

Q-4  Write a detailed note on Allophones of plosives. (14) 

    

Q-5  Write the short notes on: 

      i) Contractions                                  ii) Assimilation 

(14) 

    

Q-6 (A) Find out the words which have weak forms in the following passage and transcribe 

them: 

Once upon a time, there was a farmer lived in a village near the forest. He was illiterate. 

He did not know how to arrange work for his own. One day he went to the forest and saw 

there a big tiger. He was so fearful but could  not decide  what he should do 

(07) 

 (B)  Read and Transcribe the following : 

i) Thank you for the letter. 

ii) Does it matter? 

iii) I was called at ten. 

iv) The lights were out. 

v) This comb is good. 

vi) The guests have arrived. 

vii)   Bread and butter that I like much 

(07) 

    

Q-7  What is Intonation? Explain in detail with examples. (14) 

    

Q-8 (A) Write a short note on: Strong forms and Weak Forms 

 

 

(07) 
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 (B) Put the right stress Mark ( ’ ) on the particular sound: 

 

i) alive                            iv) capacity                          vii) Pathetic 

ii) motion                         v) bitter            

iii) combination                vi) commercial  

(07) 

 

 

 

 


